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Our workshop explored the principles and workings of time banking as a tool
to connect and initiate projects that bring people together to make your 
Neighbourhood  thrive.   (Note:  we had IT problems thus not all the slides 
were shown and they have also been expanded from the session)

•  We first noted noted relevant themes that were already emerging at this 
Conference

•  Highlighted the core principles of time banking 
•  Did a brief history ot time banking, and the socio-economic context like 

austerities and the sharing agenda, particularly relevant today 
•  How Rushey Green functions and attracts diverse people, helps cultures 

meet and work together 
•  Impact and wellbeing benefits -  statistics from Rushey Green Time Bank
•  Complementary ways to use timebanking alongside or within other 

projects.  Links betwen creativity and a time banking community 
•  Expectations and scope of time banking 
•  Resources to run a time bank
•  Did a creative game at the end



Emerging themes/key words that link to… time banking 

•  Generosity
•  Sharing
•  Exchanging - accepting 
•  Making Links
•  Building relationships
•  Building trust
•  Belonging 
•  Mutual Help
•  ‘Neighbouring academy’
•  “Community is where people are participating”
•  “Participation is an act of commitment”
•  “Community is a unit of people, created by social interaction and 

trust, often initiated by a shared problem and shared goals
•  Sustainability is a question of ownership 
•  Build at the speed of trust
•  “Build on what's strong, what's possible, what works, not what's 

wrong”



Our vision is to achieve a cohesive community in the Rushey 
Green area, where neighbours know neighbours and can rely 

on each other for help and support.  Where people of 
different ages, cultures, backgrounds and abilities interact with 
each other on an equal footing and with mutual respect and 

understanding.
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•  Time banking is a way of linking people’s needs and others’ 
assets through a mutual exchange system that uses time as a 
currency. 

•  For each hour a member spends helping another, they can 
get an hour of somebody else’s help in return. Doesn’t have 
to be from the same person.

•  Everyone’s time is worth the same. Everyone is equal no 
matter the skills, knowledge and help one offers to another.
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•  ASSETS: Time Banking values people and recognises that everyone has 
something special to offer others  -  knowledge, skills, time. Every human being has 
the capacity to be a builder and contributor 

•  REDEFINING WORK: Work must be redefined to include whatever it takes 
to raise healthy children, build strong families, care for the frail and vulnerable, 
make neighbourhoods safe and vibrant, make democracy work, advance social 
justice. That kind of work needs to be counted as real work,  recorded and 
rewarded.

•  RECIPROCITY: giving and receiving are the basic building blocks of positive 
relationships and healthy communities. Wherever possible, we must replace one-
way acts of generosity in whatever form with two-way transactions. "You need 
me" becomes "We need each other." 

•  SOCIAL CAPITAL:  belonging to a community or a social network gives our 
life more meaning, more quality and can rebuilt trust between people. Networks 
are stronger than individuals. Social Networks require ongoing investments of 
social capital generated by trust, reciprocity and civic engagement. 

•  RESPECT: Respect underlies freedom of speech, freedom of religion, and 
everything we value. Respect supplies the heart and soul of democracy. When 
respect is denied to anyone, we all are injured. We must respect where people are 
in the moment, not where we hope they will be at some future point. 
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•  Co-production emphasises that people are not passive 
recipients of services and have assets and expertise that 
can help improve their wellbeing as well as services. 

•  Co-production is a transformative way of thinking about 
people, resources, partnerships, power, risks, and 
outcomes.

•  Co-production happens when people are partners in the 
design and delivery of services they benefit from, and 
when they are actively achieving their own wellbeing. 
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Time banking  impact 

9
Influencing ( Adapted from Daghren & Whitehead, 1991) 



Different applications and outcomes 
•  Health setting and ‘person to person’ model  - to engage people affected by 

ill-health and isolation, get them involved, be active and supported in a community 
where their self-confidence and self-esteem will grow in a environment where their 
knowledge and skills are exchanged, and as a result  they feel useful and valued.

•  Between people/organisations/groups - where organisations earn and spend 
hours by exchanging resources like space or a specialist service. You spend 5 hours on 
building my website and you can use my meeting room (or someone else’s  - the 
reciprocity doesn’t have to be with the same people) for 5 hours. 

•  Mutual aid and sharing resources in times of austerity - as a way to 
combat lack or poverty where resources are scarce; members can exchange skills 
between themselves for a more sustainable and caring community. Household repairs, 
growing food, transportation, lodging. You paint someone’s room for 5 hours, and with 
your 5 hours someone repairs your fence. And in the process you get to know more 
people.

•  To learn -  you can teach a person or a group something they didn’t know. You can 
earn earn time credits by teaching an individual or a group.

•  Co-creating - as a conduit to create something together when people exchange, get 
to know each other and discover that they have shared goals and ambitions. They can 
pull their assets together.  In our collective numbers,  we have sufficiency and even 
abundance when we share what we already have. Time banking is an enabler to tap into 
resources and to build trusting relationships for a thriving social economy and the 
creatives. 
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Scope and expectations
•  Time banking is not bartering – 2 hours repairing a garment equals 2 hours 

making a cake, regardless of the skill level or person. The skill has no monetary 
equivalent as it’s the time that is exchanged. You wouldn’t go shopping around the 
time bank for the ‘cheapest’ way to get it done i.e. in less hours,  but you may seek 
the fastest way for something that genuinely needs to be done quickly/can’t wait. 

•  Many time banks have a ‘broker’ or coordinator. This is particularly required in the 
case of protecting vulnerable people and also ensuring good communication between 
members. It’s also good to be very clear about the nature of each exchange and the 
quality of work before the exchange. A broker/coordinator will be able to help clarify 
and ensure the persons are matched properly.

•  The quality of the work will depend on the skill and knowledge of the giver. They give 
and do their best,  and they may not always be as professional and quick as a paid  
trader. For complicated jobs and for potentially expensive items/task, it may be 
advisable to use a trader and pay. Same for tasks that need a legally qualified person, 
for example for assignments involving electricity, gas, ladders etc. 

•  Time banks may not always have all the skills and knowledge we wish to have. You 
may have to wait for your exchange to be met, or the skill and knowledge you wish 
to share to be in demand. The bigger the pool, potentially the more exchanges.

•  Be specific - instead of saying you offer ‘Baking’ which could be a wide variety of 
dishes, say you offer making Brownies, bread. ‘Decorating’: I can paper walls , paint 
rooms. Mechanics – how far does that go? specify:  I can do oil and filter change



As a result of getting involved ....

•  I have met other people 97.96%
•  I feel part of a group 91.84%
•  I feel more useful and valued 87.76%
•  I have helped with the planning of events and activities 71.43%
•  I have gained skills 75.51%
•  I have taken part in healthy activities 81.63%
•  I feel more supported when I need help 73.47%
•  I have made new friends 91.84%
•  I feel more connected to the local community 91.67%
•  I feel proud of being part of this community project 97.95%
•  My health and wellbeing has improved 81.25%

Being involved has given me opportunities to :

•  To give to others 95.92%
•  To contribute to the community 95.92%
•  To meet new people 100.00%
•  To make new friends 95.92%
•  To learn new skills 81.63%
•  To meet my needs 70.21%
•  To find out what's happening in my area 93.75



What goes on at Rushey Green Time Bank?
A variety of activities  that are often first initiated by time bankers and then developed into
community projects, for example:

•  Bring and Fix  - community fairs like Repair Cafes where people exchange their skills and 
knowledge with the wider community/neighbourhood. 

•  Local festivals  - where the time bank hosts a festival for the community or shares its resources 
at another festival

•  Wild Cat Wilderness – a community green space coordinated by the Time Bank. It is a natural 
wilderness which you can help shape and get involved in. Your community  space where you can 
explore nature and the wildlife, play or relax in its peacefulness, learn new outdoor skills or crafts, 
share and enjoy the space with other local people of all ages, cultures, faiths and abilities.

•  Lewisham Foodcycle – where a team of people collects surplus food from supermarkets and 
cooks a set down 3 course meal often attended by isolated and or older people who enjoy a warm 
meal and company

•  Arts and Crafts groups  - where people teach other skills, and produce goods they can sell to 
raise money for the time bank or another charitable aim 

•  The Lewisham Local Community Contributor Card - where people are encouraged to 
volunteer and contribute to the community. On presentation of your card, participating traders 
offer discounts. This encourages to buy locally and but also gets local traders to recognise the 
contribution that local people make to the local community. Creates conversations too.

•  Digital and robotics -  special events including people and children with itchy feet to learn, 
explore and play with technology!

•  Sharing space with other groups for shared events and also arts and crafts
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How do you start?
•  Find like-minded people to explore setting up a time bank
•  Determine WHY you need a time bank
•  What kind of model would you like to operate, who will it be for and who 

will be involved?
•  Create a share vision and goals 
•  Create a team to roll out the vision and own the process together
•  Decide communication tools 
•  You may need a broker/coordinator
•  You may want to have a digital platform to advertise the services offered or 

wanted, and record the hours exchanged
•  If at all possible, try to manage it with volunteers so that it is sustainable 

and least reliant of funding
•  You can also integrate it within an existing service or organisation, to 

augment the existing organisation rather than start a stand alone time bank 



Making Your Time Bank Work

1 Proclaim yourselves to be local ‘social architects’.
2 Form a common vision of what your time bank will look like in years.
3 Reach out across each other’s social networks, the looser the better.
4 Visit other time banks and learn from them.
5 Start exchanging skills with each other from day one.
6 Involve people in recruiting other people.
7 Talk straight and avoid jargon. Be silent together whenever it is appropriate.
8 Refuse to believe people when they say they have nothing others would want.
9 Find out what everyone likes doing and what they need help with.
10 Remind people that it is important that they ask for services from others.
11 Remember onerous tasks are so much easier to do when they are shared.
12 Allocate tasks to people who are competent to do them and form task groups so people can learn new skills 
by working under the supervision of a more experienced and skilled person.
13 Time banks thrive on social events so have fun, eat together whenever you can and have something to 
celebrate everyday.
14 The best ideas always come from the members so never stop listening to them.
15 Share out tasks as much as you can so that the time bank never becomes reliant on a few individuals.
16 When dealing with difficult people, it sometimes helps to keep in mind that   they are likely to be thinking that 
you are the one
who is being difficult.
17 Make it a collective responsibility to ensure the time bank runs smoothly and don’t wait for people to be 
friendly; show them how.
18 Involve people in fundraising–they are your best advocates–It is their time bank and they will want it to 
continue.
19 Keep on sharing resources, building relationships and spreading information.
20 Collect stories about your adventures and retell them regularly.

From your money or your life: Time for Both, Martin Simon, Freedom Favours The Exchange Brick Row Stroud,  GL5 1DF United Kingdom
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“I have met so many awesome people through Time Bank, and the friendships I now have are from 
attending so many Time Bank meetings, parties and volunteering in the office of Rushey Green Time 
Bank. I love them and I am so grateful for each of them”

“The time bank offers the opportunity to meet people in ways that no other project does and quietly 
creates and connects people who wouldn't normally meet each other, valuing everyone. Everyone is 
valued equally and is seen as being able to contribute”

“Learning from others and being with different people has changed my perception of others in a 
very positive way”

“After first finding out that the time bank existed, and what it was, it seemed like a good way to get 
more involved with the local community, meet like-minded people, and generally get more involved in 
(what I have now discovered) is a thriving local community”

_____________

Five ways to mental wellbeing 
  Connect
   Be active 

   Take notice
   Keep learning

   Give


